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Abstract 
A graph G is packable by the graph F if its edges can be partitioned into copies of F. If 
deleting the edges of any F-packable subgraph from G leaves an F-packable graph, then G is 
randomly F-packable. If G is F-packable but not randomly F-packable then G is F-forbidden. 
The minimal F-forbidden graphs provide a characterization f randomly F-packable graphs. We 
show that for each p-connected p-regular graph F with p > 1, there is a set ~(F )  of minimal 
F-forbidden graphs of a simple form, such that any other minimal F-forbidden graph can be 
obtained from a graph in ,~(F) by a process of identifying vertices and removing copies of F. 
When F is a connected strongly edge-transitive graph having more than one edge (such as a 
cycle or hypercube), there is only one graph in ~(F) .  
1. Introduction 
The graphs in this paper are finite and without loops; we consider graphs with 
multiple edges only where noted. 
Given graphs F and G, a collection of edge-disjoint subgraphs of G that are iso- 
morphic to F is a partial F-packing of G, and it is a Jull F-packing i f  every edge of 
G is in one of the copies of F.  We say that G is F-packable if it has a full F-packing 
and is randomly F-packable if every partial F-packing can be extended to a full one. 
This idea was introduced by Ruiz [6] under the name 'randomly decomposable 
graphs'; he found all randomly F-packable graphs in the two cases where F has two 
edges. The result for K1,2 was generalized to all stars by Barrientos et al. [1]. The 
other result was extended to larger sets of independent edges by Beineke et al. [2], 
who also considered packings by complete graphs, paths, cycles, and other graphs. 
We can characterize randomly F-packable graphs by the family of minimal for- 
bidden subgraphs. An F-forbidden graph is one that is F-packable but not randomly 
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F-packable. The hereditary nature of packability is made clear by the following 
lemma [2]. 
Lemma 1. Let G be an F-packable graph and H an F-packable subgraph of G. 
(i) I f  G is randomly F-packable, so is H. 
(ii) I f  H is F-forbidden, so is G. 
An F-forbidden graph is minimal if it has no proper subgraph that is F-forbidden. 
(A minimal C3-forbidden graph appears in Fig. 1; minimal C4-forbidden graphs are 
shown in (a) and (c) of Fig. 2.) Lemma 1 implies that an F-packable graph G is 
randomly F-packable if and only if it has no minimal F-forbidden subgraph. 
The next theorem and its corollary [3] provide information about the structure of 
minimal F-forbidden graphs. It implies that for any graph F there are only finitely 
many minimal F-forbidden graphs. Because our proof is quite brief and gives some 
insight into the topic, we present it here. 
Theorem 2. I f  G is a minimal F-forbidden graph, then it contains a copy B o fF  such 
that G-E(B)  is not F-packable. For any such B and for any F-packing {F1 .. . . .  Fro} 
of G, each Fi contains at least one edge of B. 
Proof. Suppose that G - E(A) is F-packable for every copy A of F in G. Then by 
the minimality of G, G-  E(A) is randomly F-packable. But since A was arbitrary, this 
means that G is itself randomly F-packable, which contradicts the hypothesis. 
Let B be a copy of F such that G -E(B)  is not F-packable and let {Fl . . . . .  Fro} 
be an F-packing of G. Suppose that Fi and B have no edge in common. Then by 
the minimality of G, G -E (F i )  is randomly F-packable. Hence G -E(F i )  -E (B)  is 
F-packable, which implies that G-  E(B) is also, a contradiction. [] 
The following is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2. 
Corollary 3. I f  F is a graph with n edges and G is a m&imal F-forbidden graph, 
then G has mn edges for some m satisfying 2 <<. m <<. n. 
For some small graphs F, we can use this result to show that (up to isomorphism) 
there are only a few minimal F-forbidden graphs and to find them. For example, the 
only minimal C3-forbidden graph is the graph R(C3) shown in Fig. 1. 
And (letting Pn denote the path with n vertices) the only minimal P3-forbidden 
graphs are P5 and the graph obtained by adding an edge incident o an internal vertex 
of P4. 
For larger F, there can be many minimal F-forbidden graphs, and a list is not always 
illuminating. Under some circumstances, there is a set of F-forbidden graphs, each of 
a particularly simple form, from which all others can be obtained. Our aim is to show 
this for the class of p-connected p-regular graphs with p > l, and thus in particular 
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Fig. 1. This is the unique minimal C3-forbidden graph. 
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for connected strongly edge-transitive graphs with more than one edge, which we now 
discuss. 
A graph F is strongly edge-transitive if for any edges {x,y} and {u,v} of F there 
is an automorphism ~r of F such that or(x) = u and or(y) = v. 
A strongly edge-transitive graph is clearly edge-transitive. It is also easy to verify 
that a strongly edge-transitive graph without isolated vertices is vertex-transitive, and 
thus is regular. 
Examples of strongly edge-transitive graphs that are connected and have more than 
one edge include the cycles C,, the five Platonic graphs, the Petersen graph, complete 
n-partite graphs Km,...,m for mn > 1, and the hypercubes Q, for n > 1. 
We will need the following theorems on connectivity; the first can be found in [7, 5] 
or [4, Section 12, Problem 15(c)]. 
Theorem 4. I f  a connected graph is edge-transitive, then its connectivity equals" its 
minimum degree. 
Thus, a connected strongly edge-transitive graph with more than one edge is 
p-connected and p-regular for some p > 1. 
Lemma 5. I f  F is a p-connected p-regular graph with p > 1, then removing from F 
a vertex and some but not all of  its neighbors leaves a connected graph. 
Proof. By hypothesis, removing fewer than p vertices from F leaves a connected graph, 
so we only need to consider the case of  removing a vertex v and all but one of its 
neighbors from F. Let F ~ be a graph obtained by removing all but one of the neighbors 
of v from F. Again by hypothesis, F ~ is connected, and since v has degree 1 in F' ,  
removing v does not disconnect F ' .  [] 
2. The main theorem 
Let F be a graph without isolated vertices. We define a new set ~(F )  of graphs. 
Consider all graphs that are formed as follows: take one copy B of F with edges 
el . . . . .  en, and disjoint copies F1 . . . . .  Fn of  F, and for each i identify ei with one edge 
of Fi. Let ~(F )  contain one graph from each isomorphism class of these graphs. 
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Fig. 2. The graph R(Ca) is shown in (a). Identifying vertices v and w gives the graph in (b), and then 
removing acopy of C4 gives the minimal Ca-forbidden graph in (c). 
I f F  is connected and strongly edge-transitive, then ~(F)  contains exactly one graph, 
which we will denote R(F). The graph R(C3) appears in Fig. 1, and R(C4) is shown 
in (a) of Fig. 2. 
By construction, the graphs in ~(F )  are F-packable, but they need not be F- 
forbidden. For example, if n is a positive integer then Kl,n2 is in ~(Kl,n) and is 
randomly K~,n-packable. There is, however, a large class of graphs F for which ~(F )  
consists of minimal F-forbidden graphs. 
Theorem 6. I f  F is a p-connected p-regular graph with p > 1, then each graph in 
~(F)  is a minimal F-forbidden graph. 
Proof. Let G be a graph in ~(F )  and let n be the number of edges in F. To prove 
that G is a minimal F-forbidden graph, we first show that the only copies of F in G 
are the n + 1 graphs B, F1 .. . . .  Fn given in its definition. 
Let H be a subgraph of G that is isomorphic to F and different from B. Since B is 
an induced subgraph of G, for some index i there is a vertex u common to Fi and H 
but not B. Let v and w be the vertices common to Fi and B, and let C be the subgraph 
of Fi obtained by removing v and w. By Lemma 5, C is connected. This and the facts 
that u is in C and every vertex of C has degree p in G together imply that C is a 
subgraph of H. Also, the edges joining C to v and w are in H, and finally the edge 
{v,w} is in H, so H = Fi. 
Suppose now that D is a minimal F-forbidden subgraph of G. By Theorem 2, for 
any F-packing of D there is a copy B' of F in D that shares an edge with each 
subgraph in the packing. Since B is the only copy of F in G that shares an edge with 
more than one other copy of F, we have B ~ = B, and since B shares edges with each 
Fi, we have D = G. The graph G-  E(B) is nontrivial and does not contain a copy of 
F, so G is a minimal F-forbidden graph. [] 
Our remaining results concern the problem of obtaining other minimal F-forbidden 
graphs from those in ~(F) .  
Lemma 7. Let F be a graph with n edges and no isolated vertices. Let G be a 
graph with no isolated vertices, possibly with multiple edges, and having an F-packing 
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{F1 . . . . .  Fn}. Assume that G contains a cop), B o fF  such that each Fi shares one edge 
with B. Then G can be obtained from a graph in .~(F) by a process of identifying 
vertices. 
Proof. Let v be a vertex of  G. We consider two cases, depending on whether or not 
v is in B. 
Case (i): If  v is in B, let /3 denote the degree of  v in B. Since B has no isolated 
vertices, /3 is not zero. By renumbering, we may assume Fl . . . . .  F/~ are the graphs in 
the given packing that contain those edges of  B incident with v. Any other edge of 
G that is incident with v must be one of  a set of edges belonging to some Fk, with 
k > /3. For each such k, we create a new vertex at which only those edges of Fk are 
incident. 
Case (ii): If  v is not in B, and v is incident with edges from d of the graphs F,, 
then if d > 1 we split v into d vertices, each involving edges from only one ~.  
After performing the above operation on each vertex of G, we obtain a simple graph 
G ~ still having the F-packing {F1 . . . . .  Fn}, where each Fi shares one edge, say ei, with 
the subgraph B. In addition, any vertex of G' common to two or more of the Fi is 
incident with the corresponding edges el. This implies that G' is isomorphic to a graph 
in ?~(F). [] 
We can now state our main theorem. An example of its basic idea is shown in 
Fig. 2. 
Theorem 8. Let F be a p-connected p-regular graph with p > 1. Let G be a graph 
with no isolated vertices, possibly with multiple edges, and having an F-packing 
{F~ .. . . .  Fro}. Assume that G contains a copy B of F such that each Fi shares at 
least one edge with B and such that G - E(B) is not F-packable. Then G can be 
obtained from a graph in ~(F )  by a process of  identifying vertices and removing 
copies of F. 
Proof. Let n be the number of edges of F.  The hypotheses imply that the number m 
of  the Fi's satisfies 2<~m<,n. The proof is by induction on n -  m. 
If n - m = 0, then each Fi shares exactly one edge with B and Lemma 7 gives the 
desired conclusion. 
Now assume that n - m > 0 and that the result is established for graphs having an 
F-packing with more than m copies of  F.  Since the ~ 's  partition the n edges of B into 
m sets, some Fi shares at least two edges with B. By renumbering, we may assume 
i=m.  
We may select a vertex v of Fm such that the edges of F m incident at v include 
some edges in B and some not in B, and such that there is an edge common to B 
and Fm that is not incident with v. Let the vertices adjacent o v in Fm be vl . . . . .  vp, 
numbered so that the edge {v, vj} is not in B for j<~t and is in B for j > t, where 
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t is an integer satisfying 1 ~ t < p. Let P be the subgraph of Fm induced by those 
edges of Fm that are not incident with v. 
Let D be a copy of F, let ~b be a graph isomorphism from Fm to D, and define a 
graph G ~ as follows. For j > t, identify the vertices vj and ~b(vj); we note that this 
may create multiple edges. For j~t ,  replace every edge {v, vj} with an edge {v, ~b(vj)} 
and replace every edge {qS(v), q~(vj)} with an edge {~b(v), Vj}. 
No edge of B has been disturbed in forming G ~, so we may regard B as a subgraph 
of G'. Let F~m be the subgraph of G' induced by the edges {v,~b(vj)} and the edges 
of q~(P). Let F,~+l be the subgraph of G' induced by the edges {O(v),vj} and the 
edges of P. Then both F~m and F~m+l are isomorphic to F, so G t has an F-packing 
{F, . . . . .  Fm_1,FIm,F~+I}. Since F m contains the edge {v,v,+,} and F~m+l contains P, 
each shares at least one edge with B. 
We next show that G ~ -E (B)  is not F-packable. Let C be the subgraph of G ~ 
obtained from F~m by removing v, Vt+l . . . . .  yR. Let H be a subgraph of G ~ that is iso- 
morphic to F and shares a vertex with C. By Lemma 5, C is connected, and since 
each vertex of C has degree p in G ~, it follows that C is a subgraph of H and then 
that all vertices of F~m are vertices of H. Thus, V(H) = V(F~), which (since F is 
regular) implies H = F,~. Therefore, any F-packable subgraph of G t that contains a 
vertex of C must also contain Fro. The graph G ~ - E(B) contains the vertex q~(vl) of 
C, but since F,~ and B share an edge, G ~ - E(B) does not contain F~m and thus is not 
F-packable. 
By the inductive hypothesis, G~ can be obtained from a graph in ~(F)  by a process 
of identifying vertices and removing copies of F. Then for each j ~< t we can identify 
the vertices vj and 4)(vj) of G ~, possibly creating multiple edges, and then we can 
remove all edges of the restored D = O(Fm) to obtain G. [] 
Remark. In the situation of Theorem 8, if F contains no 3-cycles and G is simple, 
then the process described produces a sequence of simple F-forbidden graphs between 
G and a graph in ~(F) .  
Corollary 9. Let F be a p-connected p-regular graph with p > 1, and let G be a 
minimal F-forbidden graph, possibly with multiple edges. Then G can be obtained 
from a graph in ~(F)  by a process of identifying vertices and removing copies ofF.  
Proof. The minimality of G implies that G is connected, and Theorem 2 implies that 
G satisfies the other hypotheses of Theorem 8. [] 
Theorem 4 and Corollary 9 immediately imply the following. 
Corollary 10. Let F be a connected strongly edge-transitive graph with more than 
one edge, and let G be a minimal F-forbidden graph, possibly with multiple edges. 
Then G can be obtained from the graph R(F) by a process of identifying vertices 
and removing copies of F. 
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